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‘the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations’1

1 King James Bible Online https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Revelation-22-2/
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Figu re 1 - No n o p lant (Ph o to by a u th o r ) .
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1.0 Abstract
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The Cook Islands translation for Ora means life.

Now almost coming full circle, the methodology is to revive,
educate and preserve traditional healing practices as a means

Life depends on health (oraanga meitaki), which is a complete

to encourage healthy living and inspire current and future gen-

and balanced state of the Mental, Physical, Spiritual and Social

erations to value the importance of our natural resources.

dimensions of our well-being. For optimum health, these dimensions must be in place.

This project aims to examine the health concerns affecting the
Cook Islands pre-colonial contact and after colonization. It will

Hippocrates, who famously said ‘Let food be thy medicine and

investigate changes in dietary conditions throughout those

medicine be thy food’, understood the value of healthy living.

periods and discuss ways to address Cook Islands health issues.

This statement described a lifestyle that was common throughout Polynesian archipelagoes, but particularly changed from

Furthermore, it will look into Māori (Cook Islands) medicine

the 18th century onwards with a shift in traditions, beliefs and

and western medicine to determine the type of health care

power.

systems currently existing and develop the appropriate health
strategies to inform an architectural response.

Changes to Cook Islands’ traditional health care systems,
identified loopholes that displaced its healing practices underground. Over time, ramifications have varied while embracing
modern developments. With the increase of imported foreign
goods, locals have accustomed themselves to adopting imported foods as their dietary choice, with undesirable
consequences.
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Project Background

Located in the South Pacific Ocean midway between New
Zealand and Hawaii, the Cook Islands consists of fifteen islands

At its core, the theme of this project Ora, is simply about the

of which Rarotonga being the capital.

‘The Healing of our Nation’. Having said that, I’ve come to
realise that this journey is so much more.

This archipelago is divided into two groups, the Northern and
Southern clusters. The typical terrain of the Northern groups

Due to a near-fatal childhood injury I was admitted to Auckland’s

are mainly low coral atolls with the Southern groups made up

Medical services in New Zealand for critical surgery, therefore

of hilly volcanic topography.

required to leave the shores of my birth land, the Cook Islands.
Since then, my cultural identity was molded within a Western

A tropical climate moderated by trade winds of which are

system through education, religion and social interactions.

divided into two seasonal conditions.

Hence a disconnection to my homeland and my identity was
established.

1. Dry season conditions from April to November
with more humid season conditions between

Even so, this project has re-opend a new desire to embrace

December to March.

my estranged roots, a reconnection to my beautiful island of

2. Tropical cyclone conditions occur between

Rarotonga.

November to March months.
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Current resident population of Cook Islands is approximately

From tragedy to hope, there is an opportunity to use this

15,000 with almost 10,000 residing in Rarotonga. Cook Islands

project as a platform to test and explore indigenous concepts

became self-governing on August 4th, 1965, but its external

to address this health crisis. While using these parallels to

affairs and security is still managed by the New Zealand

explore architectural iterations, the objective is to inspire

government.2

health reforms in the Cook Islands.

Throughout the 18th and 19th century, the progression of
Cook Islands health care and dietary systems had changed
significantly due to introduced diseases that impacted Cook
Islands population at that time. Just in the last decade, we
are witnessing Cook Islands communities experiencing similar
effects due to Non Communicable Diseases affecting mortality
rates perpetually.

2 Cook Islands Ministry of Health, National Health Information Bulletin 2014,
(Rarotonga: Health Information Unit, 2015), https://www.health.gov.ck/
wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Cook-Islands-health-informatin-bulletin-20132014-final16.pdf.
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F i g ure 2 - Pa l m Trees of R arotonga (Photo by author ).
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Aim – Scope - Limitations
The aim of this project is to explore contributing factors
impacting Cook Islands current health crisis historically, and
in modern times. What conclusions can be determined from
its pre-colonial history, after colonial contact and the modern
day influences that have shaped the health care and dietary

The focus for this project will not be about addressing Cook
Islands health issues through Western concepts but rather
through Indigenous worldviews. Additionally connecting with
local people, conveying health reformation strategies inspired
by cultural values and its principles.

systems of the Cook Islands? Is there a place for traditional
healing practices in today’s society that may offer solutions to
alleviate the health epidemic affecting the Cook Islands? Is this
a widespread problem throughout Polynesian archipelagoes?
If so, what can we learn from each other to develop strategies
that align with its indigenous worldviews, traditional practices
and principles to help respond to these issues?
These strategies will help inform architectural responses to
Cook Islands perpetual health concerns. The underlying values
and principles explored in this research will be used as design
paradigms to set the tone of its architectural themes.

21
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Research Question:
“How can architecture stimulate a holistic environment that
incorporates traditional methods and cultural values of healthy
living in the Cook Islands?”
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4.0 State of knowledge in the field
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Fig ure 3 - Nat ive t ree ( P h o to by a u t h o r ) .
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Polynesian Herbal Medicine
Arthur Whistler presents an interesting journey behind
Polynesian herbal medicine identifying the preservation of
its traditional practices including its changes throughout pre-

From ancient times, Whistler recognizes the existence of
spiritualism within Polynesian beliefs and was considered to
be the cause of internally induced ailments. One who was
afflicted by this visited a ta’unga (specialist, priest, witch

European and post-European contact.

doctor) to rid the evil spirits through supernatural infused

Whistler categorizes ancient medical ailments into two sub-

the origin of internal ailments slowly removed this spiritual

groups. Which are external ailments, initiated by obvious
causes and internal ailments, causes that were not so obvious.3

treatments. However since European contact, understanding
based misconception and a shift towards new remedies were
formulated. This shift typically started after 1770 following the
beginning of European colonisation.5

Ailments that seemed obvious typically involved physical
injuries, digestive tract illnesses, ailments of babies and
infections. Ailments that weren’t so obvious to detect were
internally induced illnesses including inflammations.4

3 Arthur W. Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine,”
YouTube, May 16, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0NvX6IQ4pQ.
4 Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine.”

5 Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine.”
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Whistler further itemizes ancient healing methods under four

Before 1770, communicable diseases were very few of which

sub groups:

two main ones were identified as being present, filariasis and
yaws (a skin disease). European contact introduced new com-

1. Folk medicine: which were performed by anyone as

municable diseases including malaria and yellow fever which

these remedies were generally understood as common

were never present in ancient times. Further introductions

knowledge.

included dengue fever, tuberculosis, leprosy, common cold,

2. Pediatric and adult medicine: practiced by healers

measles, and venereal diseases.7

were predominantly women.
3. Massage: practiced by anyone but bonesetters who

During this period Polynesian immune systems have no resis-

were mainly men.

tance which amounted to undesirable consequences. However,

4. Supernatural treatments: practiced by ta’unga who

Europeans had already developed immunity to many of these

were mainly men.

diseases and were unaffected to an extent.8

6

7 Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine.”
6 Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine.”
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8 Arthur W. Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine,” YouTube, May 16, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0NvX6IQ4pQ.

Traditional medicine at the time were ineffective, since there
was limited opportunity to learn and develop new remedies.
Realising these deficiencies questioned the authority of ta’unga
and the nature of their practices. Furthermore, Europeans were
able to offer alternative medicines that in the most part were
seen as superior to traditional medicine thus accelerating the
establishment of Christianity.9
However, Whistler explains that this shift of authority allowed
an amalgamation of cultures to develop a new thread of
medicinal practices. Accompanying these changes were also
introductions of new flora needed for these remedies.10

9 Arthur W. Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine,” YouTube, May 16, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0NvX6IQ4pQ.
10 Whistler, “Polynesian Herbal Medicine.”
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Figure 4 - Nono medicine (Photo by author ).

Reflection
Nevertheless, herbal medicine, whichever way it was conceived
Long established remedies are still common within archipelago

and the circumstances it was under, is as much an integral part

communities. There seems to be a symbiotic relationship

of Polynesian culture today as it was in ancient times. We are

coexisting between Eastern and Western cultures which have

currently experiencing a global health pandemic sweeping

inspired traditional practices of today. To a certain degree,

Polynesian archipelago communities, reminiscent of the tragic

traditional medicine is an evolution of techniques developed

events that created chaos during the 19th century. It appears

over time during the conception of European colonisation. This

that the illnesses and diseases afflicting many lives today are

shift has allowed herbal medicine to flourish particularly after

preventable. While our ancestors turned to nature for survival,

the introduction of new diseases that have impacted much of

it’s apparent we should notably follow suit.

Polynesians population around the 19th century.
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F igure 5 - Non o co n co ct io n ( P h o to by a u th o r ) .
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Herbal Medicine and its Role
From a global perspective, how does the world, view the
importance of traditional medicinal knowledge and its
resources?
There seem to be a growing interest towards medicinal plants
in regards to improving one’s health and wellbeing as an
alternative. Such interest also extends to bioprospecting of
new medicinal drugs which challenges the risks involved for its

The commercialisation of such drugs will undoubtedly affect
the balance of sustainability and conservation of its biological
resources.12
According to this article, “Medicinal Plants: a re-emerging
health aid”, the authors Edgar DaSilva and Lucy Hoareau paints
a dichotomy of mounting health care views. On one hand,
traditional medicinal practices value prevention rather than
just the cure. Modern medicinal methods on the other hand

natural resources.11

focuses more towards the cure of a disease.

Just like Polynesia, traditional medicine is universally established

Here, the authors reiterate this notion, ”health is a state of

in many cultures as a means to maintain good health. The
traditional methods used have always allowed tolerances for

complete physical, mental, and social wellbeing and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity”.13

conservation and sustainability of such resources. However,
its high interest has also triggered attractive monetization
demands to develop new medicinal
products for a global market.
11 Edgar J. DaSilva and Lucy Hoareau, “Medicinal plants: a re-emerging
health aid,” Electronic Journal of Biotechnology 2, no. 2 (August 1999): 56,
doi:10.2225/vol2-issue2-fulltext-2.

12 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 56.
13 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 56.
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Universally, traditional medicine has been a staple health care
system. Having these medical practices’ remain centered in its
natural sources and application merely supports it success in
treatment of ailments, rather than focusing on its exportation
as a market driven commodity. The Asian continent have
sustained a lucrative demand for herbal medicines supply to its
citizens. This rich resource extends also throughout the African
continent. The abundance of its medicinal resources allows
exportation of its products to be exploited. Further west, the
widespread use of traditional medicine is also found throughout
the Northern and Southern countries of America.14 While
moving Eastward, European countries boast an impressive
1500 species of medicinal and aromatic plants still widely used
as part of everyday life.15

14 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 56.
15 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 56.
F i g ure 6 - Skin t reat me nt (P h o to by a u t h o r ) .
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Oceanian archipelagoes have also sustained years of traditional
medicinal remedies that are proudly passed down from
generation to generation, including one archipelago cluster
to another through its migration explorations. Although these
methods are ancient, developed countries have also been
looking into traditional and folklore medicine as alternatives for
managing personal health and hygiene maintenance.
The increase of health costs have contributed to such interests
as a means of finding cost effective ways to deal with simple
illnesses. Furthermore, the popularity of plant based beauty
and cosmetic products are becoming more sort after due to
its natural herbal properties and its positive environmental
impact.16

16 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 57.
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It is interesting to see the connection and permeability

However, as mentioned earlier, there is a downside to having such

traditional herbal medicine has achieved to unify nations and

high demand of herbal medicine through commercialisation if

people of all walks of life under this common umbrella.

management of its resources are not monitored. Sustainability

Germany, which is researching and developing ways to find

and conservation issues can cause its natural resources to

remedies for disease such as hepatitis, malaria, AIDS and

diminish and face extinction. The greed of large healthcare and

respiratory disorders is studying the mysteries of Chinese folk

pharmaceutical companies to continually exploit the natural

medicine in hope to discover the active ingredients that may

processes, habitats, and traditional healthcare knowledge

help develop new medicine products to bring relief to these

threaten its existence.

sufferers.17
Fortunately there are processes that have made way to address
these concerns internationally. Although the task may seem
difficult, at least a positive approach is taken to ensure these
initiatives are recognised and hopefully adopted by other
leading nations.18

17 Edgar J. DaSilva and Lucy Hoareau, “Medicinal plants: a re-emerging
health aid,” Electronic Journal of Biotechnology 2, no. 2 (August 1999): 57,
doi:10.2225/vol2-issue2-fulltext-2
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18 DaSilva and Hoareau, “Re-emerging health aid,” 63.

In Polynesia, the Cook Island nation has already taken such
initiatives to regulate traditional knowledge. The legislation
is known as the Traditional Knowledge Act 2013. Its purpose
is to assist in establishing a system where right-holders are
able to make a claim in regards to their traditional knowledge
and registrar accordingly to ensure they are granted certain
exclusive rights to its use. This gives them the right ‘to use,
transmit, document or develop the knowledge in any way’.

19

Miranda Forsyth in her writing further points out the need
to consider how the legislation should be reviewed, revised
and regulated. The exploitation of traditional knowledge
acknowledges its past vulnerability and therefore should be
addressed in a fair and respectful approach.20

19 Miranda Forsyth, “Legal pluralism: The regulation of traditional medicine
in the Cook Islands,” in Regulatory Theory: Foundations and applications, ed.
Peter Drahos (Canberra: ANU Press, 2017), 240, doi:10.22459/rt.02.2017.14.
20 Forsyth, “regulation of traditional medicine,” 244.

Reflection

Fi g ure 7 - Kumete for mixing her bs (Photo by author ).
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To conclude that traditional medicines have been refined over
thousands of years. Diseases were in equilibrium with the
traditional practices. Ailments have matched treatments.
Contact from Europe brought new and civilised bacteria foreign
to traditional practices. Traditional medicine was no match for
these foreign infections and the like.
Commercialisation of herbal medicine has increased globally
the demand of its natural resources. With such an unusually
high need for medicinal plant products, in a relatively short
time frame. The strain on preparation and production systems is
high, consequentally unethical methods have been introduced
The bypassing of local traditional practices and its resources
creating an imbalance in both cultural and environmental
interests.
To reduce the exploitation of indigenous cultural practices and
its resources there is a need for transparency from both private
and governmental bodies. Once an appreciation for Indigenous
ethnobotany is established, the practical uses of its resources

38

will flourish from the local botanist to the consumer.
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Oceanic Architecture

•

women of the family usually reside and important family

Tonga

gathering take place. In Tongan culture, women are highly
respected hence they are positioned in the most important

The API (houses in the immediate surrounding landscape)
is a typical Tongan dwelling arrangement accommodating
the different functions within this setting. Its arrangement

dwelling.
•

privacy between the females and males of the family. This

the relationships amongst families within the wider context,

ensures the integrity of respect for women is maintained.
•

woman maintain their modesty whenever they use the fale

context. So tauhi vā is the notion of nurturing relationships
order of its dwellings reflects this notion and are arranged

Behind the male quarters but closer towards the fale lahi is
the fale kaukau (washroom). This arrangement is to ensure

Tauhi means ‘to nurture’ and vā meaning space in a social
within its spaces and is based on respect for one another. The

Set back from the fale lahi are the brothers' sleeping
quarters. The reason for the segregation is to maintain

is based on the principle of tauhi vā, which simply explains
between one another and the natural of the environment.

Located at the front of the fale lahi (main house), where the

kaukau.
•

The peito (cookhouse) is generally located close to the
fruits, edible plants and water sources for food preparation

according to its importance.

purposes.
•

The least important dwellings are located at the back which
is fale malolo (toilet)

•

40

A’puaka (pig enclosure).

F igu re 8 - To n ga n ta u h i ’va .

Summary:
The spatial composition of the api typifies the notion of order and importance, a composition that is inspired by the concept of tauhi vā.
The engagement with tauhi vā ensures the order of its social spaces between people and the environment are respected and maintained.
Movement between dwellings exposes all occupants to the elements which is tolerable due to its warm tropical climate. This makes its
spatial arrangement acceptable.

41
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Fiji
The typical iTaukei village structure consists of an entry and a
focal point which is generally an open green space called the
rara, similar to the malae in a Samoan village structure.
Its area arrangement typifies a radial pattern where its focal
point is centered around the Rara. Within this space is special
functions and ceremonies are performed. Surrounding this
large open space are the various dwellings that occupy the
village.
Spatial ranking systems are also represented here. At the
upper end of the village sits the Chiefs' house, elevated in
demonstration of its status amongst its peers. The common
houses are then located on either side of the Rara.
Traditional protocols determine the social relationships
between Chiefs, elderly and common members of the village.

42

F igu re 9 - Nati ve vi l l a ge l ayo u t from F i ji .

Summary
The spatial composition of the iTaukei village revolves around a central focal point as a way to organise and order its social structures
within their clan. Furthermore, elevation of important dwellings to exercise importance and power.
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Samoa
The typical Samoan village can be examined through nine
generative principles that inform the structure of a Samoan
community and its spatial significance. Micah van der Ryn's
contribution to these generative principles looks at the cultural
ways of how people inhabit its spaces.
This arrangement system can be described as radial or axial.
A large open area called the malae represents its focal point.
From the malae, its dwellings are ordered according to their
importance within the village. The fale tele (guest house) is
the most important dwelling therefore is located closest to the
malae. Successively, the remaining dwellings are positioned
behind each other according to their status and spatial ranking.

Summary
Spatial ranking systems as described in the Nine Generative
Principles establishes order. It highlights social connections and
interactions.

44

F i g u re 1 0 - Ty p i ca l vi l l a ge l ayout of S a m oa .
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Cook Islands

Summary

Jeremy Treadwell makes a point of how colonial ‘modernization’

I conclude that pre-European contact, habitants lived inland

had displaced evidences of Māori (Cook Islands) architecture.

amongst the mountain sides. Here the mountain offered

The loss of traditional knowledge have made it difficult to

protection from invasion and resources needed for growing

understand its history.21

food and materials for building. The proximity of these natural
resources were important in establishing and maintaining their

Raised stone platforms found in some areas of Rarotonga and
outer islands indicate archaeological traces of a marae system
which seem to be similar throughout its archipelago.
Evidences of raised masonry platforms known as the paepae
shows where its dwelling once existed. In its marae structures
the underlying theme echoes notions of openness between its
people and landscape.

21 R. A. Dixon, Linda Crowl, and Marjorie Tuainekore Crocombe, "Section 5:
Architecture, Chapter 15: Cooks Island Architecture, The Tradition," in Cook
Islands Art & Architecture (Jeremy Treadwell, 2016), pg 324.
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way of life.

F i g u re 1 1 - C o o k I s l a n d s d we l l i ng
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Reflection
It is important to understand that traditional practices are
centered in nature and its environment. Models and praxis are
based around the rhythmic arrangements of nature seasons.
Specifically, this is a proposal to recognise how traditional
models can inform how alternative medicine and practices can
be restored.

49
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5.0 Context
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Literature Review
Cook Islands health care system
The health care system throughout the Polynesian archipelagoes
is no different to that of the Cook Islands. The introduction of
western medicine to its shores have resulted in modern day
alternatives almost completely replacing traditional medicinal
practices. These alternatives were vital in maintaining survival
within its communities since its introduction over 200 years
prior. While the development of natural remedies continued to
evolve, consecutively, new diseases were also been introduced.
The modern health care system is struggling to assist with the
rising levels of health cases that patients are now seeking other
alternatives. A revival of traditional treatement have circulated
interest, an adaptation to what is known as the practice of
modern day ‘Māori’ medicine. Māori, a term also used to
describe the inhabitants of the Cook Islands.22

22 W.Arthur Whistler, “Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook Islands,”
Journal of Ethnopharmacology 13, no. 3 (1985): 239, doi:10.1016/03788741(85)90072-8.

F i g ure 1 2 - Young Coconut Palm on the Shores of R arotonga (Photo by author ).
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During my field research to Rarotonga May 2019, it became
apparent the lack of local literature and documentation in
regards to traditional Māori medicine. Modern medicine have
in many ways nullified the popularity of traditional practices.
The difficulty to access basic information from public services
like libraries and museums was almost unfruitful. The poor
condition of its public museum and libraries perhaps reflected
an outward apathy towards traditional knowledge of Māori
medicine. Experiencing such disconnection reinforced the lack
of value placed in understanding the actual landscape of this
practice in the Cook Islands.

F54
ig ure 13 - F ield rese arc h i n R a ro to n ga 2 0 1 9 ( P h o to by a ut hor) .

The author Arthur Whistler writes of a similar experience in

However, as I have experienced during my own field research,

his publication ‘Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook

it would not have been an easy feat to locate local herbal

Islands’, where information regarding medical practices of the

experts except through word of mouth. Although I was able

past and present seem to be non-existent. In 1984, this void

to gather names of popular Māori practitioners the possibility

prompted a field research trip that was organized to interview

of meeting any of them were inconspicuous, and standard

local practitioners who are willing to share information

appointments are at times dependent on external influences

pertaining to medicinal remedies and practices. The results

while local communication mirrored the changing patterns of

enabled an extensive compilation of medicinal remedies that

sea currents. Eventually, with persistence and patience, the

were now available.

desired objectives can be achieved.24

23

23 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 240.

24 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 240.
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Throughout Polynesian archipelagoes, written and audio

During the 19th century, brief references were made by

records of ancient traditional methods of healing pre-European

missionaries

contact are generally non-existent. However, some evidences

surrounding ancient customs of Māori medicine activity.

were documented by missionaries in their log book diaries.

Whistler points to English missionary sources from William

Traditional knowledge in healing and medicines were passed

Wyatt Gill and E.H. Lamont as the closest account of such

through the genealogy systems, that is from parent (current

customs during their time.26

and

European

voyagers

portraying

clues

Ta`unga) to children (future Ta`unga) and so forth.
Although it may seem hopeless, Māori medicine practices have
The practice of Māori medicine was abandoned during the

similarities to the wider Polynesian archipelagoes. Whistler

colonial periods of Christianity and records of its native customs

draws such similarities between the customs of Tahiti. This

went along with it. In particular, religious beliefs replaced

distinction supports the connection between Rarotonga and

supernatural healing customs.25

Tahiti through its Polynesian migration where the exchange of
ancient knowledge is common.27

25 W.Arthur Whistler, “Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook Islands,”
Journal of Ethnopharmacology 13, no. 3 (1985): 241, doi:10.1016/03788741(85)90072-8.
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26 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 241.

The fluidity and transparency of Polynesian archipelagoes is

Mana is described as having the supernatural force or authority

also represented in linguistic similarities. Language has become

in a person, and tapu means sacred. Both terms affect each

a medium by which ancient customs and practices are freely

other in a way that when a tapu is broken, it affects the mana

communicated and understood throughout Polynesia. The

of a person where it is believed that such loss leaves the person

sharing of knowledge have allowed Polynesians to maintain a

vulnerable to illness.30

connection to the cosmos, nature and one another.28
Whistler outlines the idea that ancient Polynesian ailments are
Māori beliefs, particularly in ancient medicine, have transcended

divided into two categories, natural and supernatural. Ailments

beyond the physical and connecting with the spiritual. Whistler

that cannot be seen (internal ailments) were considered

looks into the concepts of linguistic connections between mana,

illnesses that were inflicted by spirits as a result of misbehavior.

and its relationship to tapu and noa. These traditional healing
notions were also understood through these concepts.29

These types of ailments required supernatural remedies that
were performed by Māori doctors called ta’unga, which literally
means priests or expert in Māori medicine. Here ta’unga
practitioners exhorted the concepts of mana, tapu and noa
which helped to regulate the relationships between people,
and their gods, to define their healing practices.31

28 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook

Islands,” 241.

29 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 241.

30 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 241.
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However Whistler challenges a few myths and ideas regarding

Whistler makes another remarkable conclusion that to some

these practices. Healing was performed by the ta’unga whose

degree traditional Polynesian herbal medicine was a product

practice mostly revolved around spiritual intercession between

of Western introduction rather than an ancient practice. His

types of gods. This heathen practice by the ta’unga established

assumption was based on observations recorded by English

an understanding that generally all ailment issues originated

missionaries such as W.W.Gill (although these accounts were

from supernatural origins. He suggests that according to some

brief). He further concludes that the style of healing employed

western accounts, the healing methods therefore required

by ancient ta’unga practitioners used chanting methods and

supernatural remedies of which the ta’unga only had the ability

considered the use of herbal remedies ineffective to ‘spirit’

to provide.

causing ailments. Based on these accounts, Whistler believes

32

that herbal remedies used to cure internal ailments were most
Furthermore, his research identified that ta’unga practitioners

likely introduced by Westerners.34

sought payment for their services. Today, however it is
uncommon for Māori doctors to request payment. They regard
their services a special gift to help those in need. But for patients
an apinga aroa (gift) is normally offered as an appreciation for
their services.33
32 W.Arthur Whistler, “Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook Islands,”
Journal of Ethnopharmacology 13, no. 3 (1985): 242, doi:10.1016/03788741(85)90072-8.
33 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 242.
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34 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 242.

F igu re 1 4 - R a ro to n ga i n re l at i o n to Pol ynesi a n a rchi pel a goe s ( Created by a ut hor) .
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To explore this notion further, it is important to understand the

However, the incoming missionaries brought basic primitive

landscape of illnesses pre-European contact and post-European

medicine resources, used to help cure and bring relief to some

contact.

of the diseases. Throughout this period, a radical shift was
happening in respects to traditional Māori healing practices.

Since colonisation by European missionaries many new

With the unfortunate circumstances of widespread illnesses

illnesses were also introduced to Polynesia, including the

affecting its Māori inhabitants, the effectiveness of western

Cook Islands. The outcome was catastrophic resulting in an

medicine was perceived to be superior to the supernatural

epidemic overthrow of diseases of which Polynesians were not

methods used by ta’unga. This perception was advantageous

equiped. Throughout an 8 year period of the mid-19th century,

for colonisation and in turn accelerated the establishment of

a succession of epidemics affected its population. Europeans

Christianity.36

were already well accustomed to diseases such as scrofula,
whooping cough, mumps, influenza and measles. However, the
healthy Polynesians had never been exposed to such diseases
and so their immune system were not accustomed to dealing
with these new illnesses brought upon by European settlers. 35

35 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 242.
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36 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 243.

The evidences presented indicated that traditional practices
were actually introduced by Westerners, is partially true.
The sharing of knowledge between Western and Māori
practitioners accelerated the development of new remedies
during those early periods.37

37 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 243.

Fi g ure 1 5 - Ma ki ng of medicine(Photo by author ).
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Māori Concepts of Sickness and Health:
There is a rigid dichotomy between Māori concepts and

Understanding the different layers of dealing with certain

Western views regarding its health care systems. Through his

ailments, Māoris also take into account the external factors

study, Whistler defines these differences by understanding

surrounding a person who has succumb to sickness or injury.

how a sickness or injury is assessed. Westerners employ are

Whistler identifies these external factors under the term 'social

more pragmatic approach in evaluating the nature of an injury

interactions'. These are factors that contribute to the health

while Māoris go beyond such assessment by also taking into

and wellbeing of a person’s sickness which are not necessarily

consideration possibilities of supernatural interventions to

physical afflictions. The idea that personal conflicts through

understand why and injury had occurred. The latter approach

domestic or social interactions can also contribute to the

is then treated under tupapaku remedies.

demise of one’s health. These conditions are common in any

38

culture, so the idea is to naturally resolve these conflicts and
restore social harmony.39

38 W.Arthur Whistler, “Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook Islands,”
Journal of Ethnopharmacology 13, no. 3 (1985): 244, doi:10.1016/03788741(85)90072-8.
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39 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 245.

Further to this dichotomy, Whistler deconstructs the bases of
how Western and Māori health systems address illness.
For Māori, symptoms of illnesses are observed and assessed
first. If they have the vairākau (Māori medicine) to address the
symptoms, then treatment is applied. If they do not have that
remedy, they may recommend another Māori practitioner who
may have a solution.
This system is unusual in a way that there is no scientific testing
to such methods, but great faith in traditional knowledge
handed down by their ancestors is excercised.
On the other hand, for Western practice, an attempt to detect
the actual nature and origin of the illness is done before
recommending the specific treatment for the ailment.40

40 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 245.

F ig ure 16 - M a ki n g o f med i c i n e ( P h o to by a u th o r ) .
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There are two types of health care systems in the Cook Islands.
The most common type is evident by the establishment of
Rarotonga's main hospital and supported by smaller health
clinics throughout the Cook Islands. These services are usually
managed by papa’a (European) doctors.
The second system is Māori medicine which are mainly managed
by Māori locals. Māori medicine can be arranged under three
levels which is illustrated in Figure 17. 41

Fi g ure 1 7 - Mā ori medicine(Photo by author ).

41 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Is lands,” 243.
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Treatment using herbal medicine are mostly performed by

The most common way herbal remedies were developed

semi-specialists. Each specialist are well versed in their own

and maintained was through generational guardianship, or

remedies that may differ to another. However, Whistler makes

ownership as Whistler explains. Through this process remedies

a point that it is difficult at times to distinguish between those

are ‘owned’ by the families who have developed the vairākau

who are practicing folk medicine to those who are specialist

(medicine), therefore claiming exclusive mana (authority) to its

healers. This is a common trend throughout Polynesian

use. However, permission must be granted by the guardians if

archipelagoes.42

those outside its circles request to use their method to ensure
the vairākau will be effective. Whistler confirms that this notion
is similar to Tahitian practice.43

42 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 246.

43 W.Arthur Whistler, “Traditional and herbal medicine in the Cook Islands,”
Journal of Ethnopharmacology 13, no. 3 (1985): 248, doi:10.1016/03788741(85) 90072-8.
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The health care systems in the Cook Islands coexist in a way

Application of Vairākau

that complements each other. Deciding which health care
system to use is quite simple. If an injury or ailment is easily

External Ailments

diagnosed then they are referred to the clinic or hospital. But if
the illness or injury can be treated using herbal remedies, then

Vairākau are used for internal and external ailments.

local Māori healer will be recommended. In such cases, local

The following are the most common types of external ailments

Māori are more comfortable seeing a healer. Whistler reaffirms

that are treated using vairākau which is applied/rubbed onto

this view also in his research.

the affected areas:45

44

44 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 248.
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45 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 248.

Figure 18 - External Ailments Treated by Vairākau.( Photo by a uthor ).
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‘Akapa’i (bathe)
Another method of addressing external ailments is by bathing
or soaking using the plant mixture typically for ‘ati (sprain
fractures) and maki tupapaku (ghost sickness). Bone setting
treatment uses a traditional method by soaking the fractured
limb into a cold bath or wet cloth solution. A method used by
the Tahitians as observed by Whistler.46
Medicinal baths were also used to treat women who have just
given birth to relieve pain and general cleansing from afterbirth.
Steam baths have also been utilised to treat patients. 47

Maoro (massage)
A common practice throughout Polynesia, maoro was used to
for general soreness and fatigue, fractures including internal
ailments.
Internal Ailments
Generally when medicine is administered, the patient is usually
required to take the concoction once or twice daily for three
days, after which a strong laxative is given to rid the body of its
ailment.48

46 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 253.
47 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 254.
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48 Whistler, “medicine in the Cook Islands,” 255.

Reflection

Since the settlement of European settlers, going back 150 years,
a plethora of new diseases impacted the Māori population

The dichotomy of Māori and Western medicine is significant

during those early exploitations. Are there lessons to be

in how it had shaped the landscape of traditional healing in

learned in this modern age? If we are to compare the afflictions

the Cook Islands. The ancient healing practices have changed

of the past, what are the new modern day ‘diseases’ that are

considerably since European contact. Adapting to maintain

demoralizing health conditions in the Cook Islands today?

survival, or be lost forever. Facing extinction, life was therefore to
be valued greater than traditions and customs. Heathen beliefs

The Cook Islands Vital Statistics report 1999-2013, highlights

succumbed to Christianity under unfavourable conditions, and

the impact of non-communicable disease (NCD) cases affecting

yet out of calamity came healing. The development of herbal

its population. Reports show 54% of total deaths between 2009

medicine grew in favour between Māori and Europeans forming

and 2013 were due to NCD causes compared to all other death

a formidable coexistence of health care, although to what cost?

related incidences, particular amongst adults above thirty five

A sea of European diseases had destroyed entire families

years of age.49

throughout Polynesian archipelagoes. In spite of this, through
nature, life was eventually restored. The land and sea, nature’s
domain, which existed long before human habitation had
occurred, already contained the remedy for life. The cure was
found in its leaves, fruits, branches, and roots. The school of
nature was already waiting for man to discover and learn its
ancient secrets.

49 Cook Islands Ministry of Health, Cook Islands Vital Statistics Report
1999-2003, (Cook Islands: Civil Registrations and Vital Statistics division,
2015), https://www.health.gov.ck/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Cook_
Islands_1999_2013_CRVS_Report.pdf.
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Furthermore, records from the annual statistics of Cook Islands
Te Marae Ora (Ministry of Health) bulletin, confirms a steady
increase of NCD cases spanning between 1998 to 2016. In
some cases, increases show to be almost double across a five
year period. The main NCD causes are diabetes, cardiovascular
diseases, cancer and chronic respiratory diseases. 50
The data indicates perpetual issues impacting the health of the
Cook Islanders annually. Diabetes and hypertension dominating
new cases in 2017 with cardiovascular diseases as the main
causes of death in the Cook Islands.51

50 Cook Islands Ministry of Health, Annual Statistical Bulletin 2005,
(Rarotonga: Cook Islands Ministry of Health, 2006), https://www.health.gov.
ck/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/2005-Annual-Bulletin.pdf.
51 Cook Islands Ministry of Health, “Current Issues - NCD Quarterly Update,”
Cook Islands Ministry of Health, last modified May 2, 2017, https://www.
health.gov.ck/resources/current-issues/#1522348204576-582a4ec9-1012.
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Figure 19 - Local Pawpaw tree containing medicinal benefits (Photo by author ).
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Whatever NCD related interventions have been initiated thus

Dr Viliami Puloka, writes a compelling review in regards to

far doesn’t seem to have a relative impact to Cook Islands

health, nature and imported foods affecting the Pacific. His

health crises. Realising this current condition, perhaps a new

belief of returning to nature will reverse the obesogenic crises.

perspective is required? Do we look to the past for solutions?

He quotes, ‘Let your garden be your Health and your Health
be your garden’. The realisation that a ‘return to nature’ is a

In her article for World Health Organization (WHO), Jane Parry

solution that requires more than just knowing to convince

discusses the issues regarding the ‘abandoning’ of traditional

local communities to make changes. However he warns that

diet which are replaced with high processed imported foods

without such intuitions, young Pacific persons will continually

thus resulting in the ‘heavy price’ Pacific nations are now

eat themselves to death. There will be a continual trend

paying through their poor health. Due to this introduced dietary

amongst young Pacific children of today who will most likely die

culture, imported processed foods have contributed to a very

before their parents or grandparents, a situation that is highly

high prevalence of an obesity pandemic.

preventable. The need for a change is unavoidable.53

52

52 Jane Parry, “Pacific Islanders Pay Heavy Price for Abandoning Traditional
Diet,” WHO | World Health Organization, last modified July 2010, https://
www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/7/10-010710/en/.
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53 Viliami Puloka, “Home Grown Solutions – Hauora,” Hauora – Hauora
Health Promotion Forum of New Zealand, last modified April 26, 2016,
https://hauora.co.nz/home-grown-solutions/.

This project will explore more of these values through
Polynesian ethnobotany, traditions and herbal medicine
culture to promote healthy living in the Cook Islands, utilising
architecture as a catalyst.

Figure 20 - NCD Quarterly update.

Figure 21 - NCD Quarterly update
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Figure 22 - Views of paradise ( Ph o to by a u t h o r) .
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Tonga – Kau Faito’o: Tongan traditional healers

Like many Polynesian traditions, knowledge and methods of

Kau Faito’o are known as traditional healers or healer clan, local

their healing abilities are passed down typically from mother

practitioners who still play a role in Tongan communities.54

to daughter and so forth. Since the introduction of western
medicine, traditional healing practices have developed

The very first experience of traditional healing is during

momentum in recent times to a point where both health care

pregnancy where the child is massaged by a ma’uli (midwife)

systems respectively coexist within Tongan communities.56

while in the mother’s womb and both are soothed with her
hands and words. Ma’uli in the traditional practice were able
to discern issues, where skillfully they are able to turn the baby
around if body is not naturally orientated when birth is near.
Modern techniques may implement surgical procedures like
C-sections to address cases that may prove fatal.55

54 Melinda Ostraff et al., “Kau Faito’o: Traditional Healers of Tonga Part
1,” YouTube, October 19, 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3_SKZOgoU.
55 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”

56 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”
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Ma’uli practitioners find value in working alongside Western

Western technology have developed systems in how to diagnose

health services. Areas where Western services are unavailable,

a person’s health where recommendations based on their

traditional healers offer their services to fill those voids. From a

findings are administered accordingly. In contrast, traditional

young age, children of healers would watch how their parents

healers through generational experience and practice have

went about preparation and treatment of traditional healing

also developed their own methods of assessing illness. If they

methods. This environment of pedagogy was basically there

possess the correct remedy according to the symptoms, they

real life class room and so such training matured as they grew.57

may continue with its preparation. Applying natural remedies
has its advantages, resulting in a low to no risk of side effects
from their treatment.58

57 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”
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58 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”

Ingredients required to make medicine are gathered from home
grown soil. The harvesting of such ingredients from its leaves,
bark and fruits are also taken into careful consideration. Here,
the idea of sustainability is important. Only the right amount of
medicinal plants are taken from the forest as needed to ensure
that regeneration and care of its plants for further preservation
and growth. If nature is cultivated and nurtured in this way, so
too will the people.59
Historically, it was common to share knowledge of traditional
healing practices amongst Polynesian communities. Prior to
western medicine, traditional healers were instrumental in
reducing infections that would normally cripple a person or

Reflection
The future of Kau Faito’o continually appears to have a place in
the changing landscape of Tonga. There is an admiration and
respect for its traditional healers within its community. Even
though the influence of new sciences and modern medicine
techniques have established its presence on many levels, it
seems that Kau Faito’o still have an important role to play within
its society. However, preservation of its traditional knowledge is
vital to ensure that its practices are not lost. Perhaps strategies
should be implemented now rather than later to ensure its
survival.

result in death.60

59 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”
60 Ostraff, “Kau Faito’o.”
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Figure 23 - Local diet (Ph o to by a u t h o r ) .

Samoa– Obesity in Paradise

Samoa’s health demise is a by-product of imported foreign foods.

Reporter Sophie Morgan exposes the obesity epidemic

consumerism that have graced the eating tables of Samoan

impacting Samoa and American Samoa in her report. It is a
silent killer affecting younger adults who are succumbing to
its illnesses. Kidney failure, diabetes, hypertension, blindness,
limb amputations are just some of the problems that are
taking young lives at an alarming rate. They are literally eating
themselves to death.61

The dietary choices of today is an indication of uncontrolled
families. Physical inactivity coupled with sugary drinks and poor
quality, high in fat foods are death pills increasing mortality
rates. There seem to be no end to this cycle as children are
constantly exposed to poor habits and choices where they are
either limited or have no chance of putting a stop this death
machine.62
Imported processed foods has become a common commodity,
a product of choice within Samoan society. Such accessibility is
changing the dynamics of how diet and exercise is perceived.
Even western doctors experiencing increased levels of obese
patients are warning them of their condition yet have little
impact in keeping up with this pandemic.63

61 Sophie Morgan and Patrick Wells, “Unreported World: Obesity in
Paradise,” YouTube, May 3, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJs1Bs-Dnk.

62 Morgan and Wells, “Obesity in Paradise.”
63 Morgan and Wells, “Obesity in Paradise.”
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Historically, Samoans owned plantations where they physically
worked to plant, grow and harvest food to live. Each new day
was an exercise while the food consumed were both natural
and healthy. Today, local produce particularly vegetables are
the unlikely food of choice for many.64
In comparison, American Samoa is in a much worse state
than their neighbors, where 93% of its population are either
overweight or obese. While interviewing a local mortician,
Morgan learns that people are dying young, under the age
of 40 and 50 years old. Parents burying their children is
becoming more common. Even coffins have increased in size
to accommodate the overweight deceased. The interviewee’s
conclusion is that people must go back to the traditional way of
living, found in the land and sea.65

64 Morgan and Wells, “Obesity in Paradise.”
65 vszMorgan and Wells, “Obesity in Paradise.”
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Reflection
Obesity is a global health crisis. Some would argue that climate
change is much more serious. I beg to differ in this case. The
result of obesity have claimed lives long before climate change
had reached global attention. It is an avoidable problem,
however recent study have estimated that 1 in 5 adults on
earth will be clinically obese.66
For Samoans, education is the beginning of creating conversation
regarding obesity, to inform, implement and appreciate the
value of life. However, statistics are telling a different story. Like
many other Polynesian communities, Samoan’s seem to be in
denial of the health crisis at hand. There is a lack of pragmatic
interventions that is sympathetic to cultural tolerances. So
the need to revisit and restore the dietary lifestyle enjoyed by
Samoans of the past should be addressed through traditional
values. In essence, these values is simply a reconnection of its
people to their natural environment.
66 Morgan and Wells, “Obesity in Paradise.”
Figure 24 - Herbal medicine ( Ph o to by au th o r) .
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Figure 25 - Naples Botanical Garden Visitor Centre
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Precedents Review
Naples Botanical Garden Visitor Center
Architects

Lake|Flato Architects

Location

4820 Bayshore Dr, Naples, FL 34112, USA

Area 		

14000.0 ft2

Project Year

2014

The Naples Botanical Garden Visitor Centre is a gateway into
the natural world of beautiful ecosystems inhabiting every
angle of its vast garden reserve. Pavilions, platforms and
buildings merely serve as supporting vessels to engage and
immerse visitors within the diversity of its natural habitat. Like
vines, walkways weave through many flora and fauna species
creating an unforgettable experience and appreciation of its
environment.67

This proposed program encourages the natural environment
to inform how the arrangement of its buildings, walkways and
pavilions are embedded within its flora. Taking advantage of
these natural cues helps to enhance the experience for the
visitor within this habitat. Traditional healing practices requires
an intimate connection with its flora, to be surrounded by
healthy ecosystems ensures sustainability of its traditions and
continues to thrive.

67 “Naples Botanical Garden Visitor Center / Lake|Flato Architects” 27 Sep
2015. ArchDaily. Accessed 2 Oct 2019. <https://www.archdaily.com/774181/
naples-botanical-garden-visitor-center-lake-flato-architects/> ISSN 0719-8884
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Figure 26 - Pavilion in a garden
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Pavilion in a Garden
Architects

CollectiveProject

Location

Bengaluru, India

Area 		

750.0 ft2

Project Year

2014

Themes of duality creates a harmonious marriage of nature
and functionality embedded within this garden landscape. The
Pavilion in the Garden, cradles its internal spaces constructed of
wooden portals to arouse moments of solitude while creating a
sense of openness through its unobstructed sides.68

Exploring these themes of solitude and openness enhances
the mental, physical and spiritual nature of one’s soul.
Understanding this balance internally influences its outward
integrity thus creating harmony between nature and man as a
form of healing and regeneration. Drawing upon these themes
may help develop a series of homogenous building iterations
where traditional healing practices can thrive.

68 “Pavilion in a Garden / CollectiveProject” 18 Mar 2015. ArchDaily.
Accessed 2 Oct 2019. <https://www.archdaily.com/609989/pavilion-in-agarden-collectiveproject/> ISSN 0719-8884
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Figure 27 - Evans Tree House
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Evans Tree House
Architects

modus studio

Location

Hot Springs, Arkansas, United States

Area 		

591.0 m2

Project Year

2018

The aim of this project was simply to reconnect children with
nature through its interactive involvement. Evans Children’s
Adventure Garden hopes to inspire children to value the
outdoors using playful tendencies as an educational platform to
learn about the natural world. Its structural design and program
was driven by the study of trees. Weaved amongst the forest

The natural environment contains a plethora of underlying
themes for architectural inspiration as a way of reconnection to
the natural world. The origin of health and wellbeing is found
within this habitat diversity where the laws of nature provides
the knowledge and resources required for healing, resources
that were well utilised by ancient Oceanians.

canopy’s, it celebrates nostalgic memories of children playing
in treehouses. Experiences that are lost in today’s technological
jungle of virtual devices and social media platforms.69

69 “The Evans Tree House at Garvan Woodland Gardens / modus studio”
03 Apr 2019, ArchDaily, Accessed 6 Jun 2019, <https://www.archdaily.
com/914254/the-evans-tree-house-at-garvan-woodland-gardens-modusstudio/> ISSN 0719-8884.
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6.0 Design Process
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The Vairākau Concept

My approach, inspired by the Tivaevae model, was to create

Before I introduce the Vairākau concept, I would first like to

systems. Although the Tivaevae art form had found its way

acknowledge the Tivaevae model (designed by Maua Hodges,
2000). Hodges designed this model to guide and enable you
to be culturally responsive by using techniques that was
developed from the crafting process of tivaevae making, to
create a theoretical model of Cook Islands values.

a new concept fundamentally stimulated by Māori medicinal
into Māori tradition, it is however an introduced craft. Its
origins brought over by Europeans during the turn of the 19th
century, where the wives of missionaries introduced the art of
quilt making to Māori. Māori locals hence embraced this art
form and adopted this quilt making process as part of Māori
tradition. A tradition that unites communities as one.71

The five values in the Tivaevae model are:
1. Taokotai (collaboration)
2. Tu akangateitei (respect)
3. Uriuri kite (reciprocity)
4. Tu inangaro (relationships)
5. Akairi kite (shared vision)70

70 Roberta Hunter, Jodie Hunter, and Glenda Anthony, “Joining the Pieces
of the Tivaevae to Enact Strength-based Mathematics Learning for P’sifika
Students in Aotearoa New Zealand (post 1 of 4),” Ipu Kereru, May 31, 2018,
https://nzareblog.wordpress.com/2018/05/29/tivaevae-1/.

71 Debi Futter-Puati and Teremoana Maua-Hodges, “Stitching
tivaevae: a Cook Islands research method,” AlterNative: An
International Journal of Indigenous Peoples 15, no. 2 (March 2019): xx,
doi:10.1177/1177180119836788.
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For this project, I’d like to propose a concept methodology that

The Vairākau concept is explained below

is based on the preparation and process of making vairākau
as well as the linguistic representations while drawing upon
Oceaniac worldviews to define values that inform the natural
landscape of healthy living. I will briefly illustrate more of these
concepts subsequently.
The aim of this model is to develop a harmonious symbiotic
environment that embodies traditional and cultural values
between nature and man. Using these values to create
architectural bases that are inspired by Māori healing practices.

Figure 28 - Vairākau definition (Created by author ).
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As mentioned earlier, the Tivaevae model is centered on the

The markings left behind inside the kumete represents our

community, reflecting the collaboration of diversity to become

identity that will always be present from within.73

one.
The pestle used to pound the ingredients represents mana
Similarly the Vairākau concept is also centered on the wellbeing

(authority, power), they are leaders found within our people

of the community. The various herbal ingredients represent

who will continually pave the way for others to follow. It

kopu (family), handpicked and gathered together by the skilled

represents navigation, to be one with the natural environment

healer. The ingredients are inclusive of those who are living, but

where you are never lost.74

also those who have passed, our tupuna (ancestors). The use of
combining both young and mature plant leaves for a medicinal

These unique ingredients are then pounded or massaged

mixture is a representaion of this notion.72

together into a pulp juice. The pulp juice represents kite
(knowledge). It symbolises the purity of ancient knowledge

The ingredients are then placed in a kumete. The kumete

that has been passed down from generation to generation.

represents the vessel that holds the family unit together. It

A knowledge that have sustained the livelihood of our

represents ‘ākono (to look after, care for). It represents strength

communities since ancient times right through to the present

in unity. It represents a place of belonging.

time and will continue to do so in the future.75

72 Ministry of Education and Auckland University of Technology, s.v.
“Dictionary of Cook Islands Languages,” in Dictionary of Cook Islands
Languages (Auckland2013), accessed September 30, 2019, http://
cookislandsdictionary.com/.

73 “Dictionary of Cook Islands.”
74 “Dictionary of Cook Islands.”
75 “Dictionary of Cook Islands.”
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This pulp juice is then combined with water to create the

At its core, the Vairākau model focuses on unity rather than

medicine concoction. The water signifies ora’anga (life, way of

individuality. Drawing its life source from the fountain of

life, existence). Water is the life source that carries the vairākau

ancient knowledge passed down by their tupuna. The purity

to wherever healing is essential. It personifies transparency and

of knowledge reconnects the mana that once may have been

openness that is both simple and complex at the same time. 76

dormant. Through nurturing and care one can be uplifted once
again into a state of healing and wellbeing.

The Vairākau methodology outlines key values that are
important in developing a healthy community in the Cook
Islands. In an architectural sense, these attributes are important
fundamentals for designing a program that connects directly
with Māori traditions and principles, because these values
are reflections of our culture. When these values are upheld,
people will naturally be drawn to it and be inspired to become
healthier together as a community.

From an architectural standpoint, the Vairākau concept can
form the bases of an architectural response to develop an
environment where traditional knowledge and practices can be
expressed within intimate spaces. The use of water as a means
to create moments and interventions can be a common theme
to connect spaces along its circulation and reference points.
Furthermore, the transparency of water can stimulate ideas of
openness throughout its building structures while maintaining
vistas to moana nui (vast ocean) and maunga (mountains). The
interplay between indoors and outdoors can re-establish the
connection between nature and the healer, nature and patient.

76 “Dictionary of Cook Islands.”
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Re-establishing the relationship between man and nature to stimulate a health reformation in the Cook Islands.

Figure 29 - Vairākau concept ( C reate d by a ut hor) .
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Figure 30 - Samoan Definition ( Create d by a ut hor) .
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Samoan
There are similarities in linguistic translation between Māori
Vairākau and Samoan Vaila’au. The phonology of these
languages re-affirms the connection between traditions and
practices in herbal medicine and healing. A testament to a
unified philological structure within Polynesian heritage. The
natural elements of plant and water continue to play a common
role in herbal medicine practices.77

77 George B. Milner, ed., s.v. “Samoan Dictionary,” in Samoan Dictionary:
Samoan-English, English-Samoan (Auckland: Pasifika Press, 1993)
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Figure 31 - Tongan Definition ( Created by a ut hor) .
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Tonga

A closer examination of ‘faito’o’ describes a deeper meaning for

The concept of healing in Tongan culture displays a wonderful

To’o in itself consists of two words, which is ‘to’ and ‘o’. ’To’

narrative of restoration. Akau faito’o makes a connection
between healing through plants. A deconstruction of this word
further exposes philological similarities with Māori and Samoan
expressions. The harmonious connections between languages
can further define a deeper understanding of healing through

medicine. The term ‘fai’ denotes the act of doing or to perform.
means planting or placing something. When you add ‘o’ to
become to’o the meaning then becomes ‘to take or remove’.79
In essence, faito’o describes the act of removing and replacing
what was taken. Therefore when you consider the concept of

nature.78

Akau faito’o in healing terms, it describes the act of removing

The term akau is similar to Samoan lā’au and Māori Rākau,

from the plant (akau).

an illness by replacing it with a cure. In this case, the cure comes

which means plant or tree.

78 Clerk M. Churchward, ed., s.v. “Tongan Dictionary,” in Tongan Dictionary:
Tongan-English and English-Tongan (Tonga: Government Printing Press,
1957), accessed September 30, 2019,

79 Clerk M. Churchward, ed., s.v. “Tongan Dictionary,” in Tongan Dictionary:
Tongan-English and English-Tongan (Tonga: Government Printing Press,
1957), accessed September 30, 2019,
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Figure 32 - Māori Definition ( Create d by a ut hor) .
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Māori
The concept of Rongoā Māori consists of four main pillars,
which I will briefly explain below:
1. Wairua - spirit, soul.
2. Karakia - prayer
3. Mauri - life force, essence
4. Whakapapa - genealogy80
The main objective of Rongoā Māori is to enhance the mauri of

Wairua can be defined in two parts as follows:
Wairua:
1. Wai - water, liquid
2. Rua - wo82
Literally translated as two waters, as a reference to flow.
Haslam points out that an intentional engagement is required
to properly activate the essence of wairua. When the exchange
of energies occur then healing ensues. Here wairua can happen

a person or land.81

between anything and everything around.83

Wairua is considered as a form of spirituality, an unseen force

Karakia is an engagement of prayer. It is a form of cleansing

that is omnipresent. Without wairua, Emma Haslam explains,
there is no Rongoā Māori.

80 Māori Dictionary “Māori Dictionary,” (Netvalue, 2009), accessed September 30, 2019, https://Māoridictionary.co.nz/.
81 Emma Haslam, Personal interview, Mt Albert July 5, 2019.

oneself to ensure that wairua is properly represented within
that person before any active engagement with nature is
performed.84

82 Māori Dictionary “Māori Dictionary,” (Netvalue, 2009), accessed
September 30, 2019, https://Māoridictionary.co.nz/.
83 Emma Haslam, Personal interview, Mt Albert July 5, 2019.
84 Emma Haslam, Personal interview, Mt Albert July 5, 2019.
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Mauri is like a flame burning from within. It is dependent on

Haslam also highlights the idea that healing is not only about

how well a person takes care of themselves will indicate the

addressing the end product, but also knowing that sickness is

quality of its mauri, which in turn will either burn bright or

affected by social issues that may contribute to a decline in

not. Mauri is ignited from time of conception until death. It

their health or mauri. Addressing these issues is an important

is considered to be the glue that binds tinana (physical) with

part in Rongoā Māori practices.87

wairua (spiritual).85
Whakapapa relates to the genealogy of those within the human
world and also the greater realm of the natural environment.
This relationship goes back to Māoris creation story, which
essentially is about a connection to the land. Rongoā practitioner
Emma Haslam, enlightens the idea that by simply connecting to
the land is in itself a form of healing.86

85 Haslam, “Interview.”
86 Haslam, “Interview.”
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87 Haslam, “Interview.”
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Polynesian Worldviews Reflection
Evidences of linguistic compatibility within traditional herbal
knowledge are obvious. Although each of these nations are
oceans apart, they still maintain a common homogenous
model.
The sharing of knowledge displays evidence of common themes
throughout Polynesian. The Vairākau concept proposes core
values to inform an architectural paradigm for a traditionally
inspired health retreat program. The practice and retention of
indigenous medicinal knowledge must be weaved within the
fabric of its spatial composition.
Water is a natural element that touches on the physiological
and psychological nature of healing. As mentioned earlier, the
concept of Rongoā Māori illustrates this notion further through
the understanding of Wairua. Here, healing occurs when an
intentional engagement with the environment and its entities
is crucial in successfully activating the essence of wairua. This
archetype can be used to activate the spaces between public
and private realms, indoor and outdoor topologies.

104 33 - Traditional Medicine ( C reate d by a u t h o r ) .
Figure

Additionally, the Tongan theory of Faito’o further expresses

As a healer, the concept of tā-vā in this sense is about sustaining

this topological relationship. The concept of ‘removing and

the freshness of the plant extracts to maintain its potency and

replacing’ puts emphasis on duality and functionality. A

ensure that each patient receives the best and fresh medicinal

narrative that exhibits how the healer engages with nature,

concoction as soon as it is harvested. As a result the medicine

and how the healer engages with the patient. Nuhisifa Seve-

is administered within the shortest time and space. Therefore,

Williams, in his essay ‘Reading Realities through tā-vā’, explains

the spatial arrangement between flora and healing quarters

this duality through tā-vā theory of time and space. Where tā

will allow symbiotic iterations to inform how circulation can

(time) is described as a ‘marker of time’, like the rhythm of a

connect and celebrate these spaces.

drumbeat, it measures time through the ‘beating of space’.
Consequentially vā (space) is the ‘space between’, not in terms
of separation but in terms of a ‘social space that relates.’88

88 Nuhisifa Seve-William, “Reading Realities through Ta-Va,” in Pacific
Studies (Hawai’i: The Jonathan Napela Center for Hawaiian and Pacific Islands
Studies Brigham Young University Hawai’i, 2017), 182-183.
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Figure 6.2 Vistas of Rarotonga Shores (Created by author).
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Figure 34 - Kumete bowl (Ph o to by a u th o r ) .

Brief
The proposed program is to design a health centre promoting

When visitors and guests arrive, they will be received through the

health and wellbeing in the Cook Islands. The centre’s main

main entrance that opens up to the vistas and accommodation.

objective is to use traditional methods and techniques to

All the communal amenities are conveniently situated near

provide natural healing solutions within its environment. To

the main entrance. The Marae Ora Health Centre will service

achieve this, the Ora principles was developed to incorporate

guests who would like to take advantage of traditional healing

Māori and Polynesian values to define its programme and

treatments.

spatial composition within its natural habitat.
The most unique structures will be the healing huts embedded
It was important to understand how the natural environment

within the garden landscape. These private areas are organised

can inform the arrangement of its buildings, walkways, healing

along its main garden walkway to guide customers to its very

huts and flora access. Platforms and walkways carefully weaved

own natural spring area at the bottom of the site.

through its gardens and tree canopy’s to enhance the holistic
experience of traditional healing.
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Site Analysis
The chosen site is located on the western side of Rarotonga in
the district of Arorangi. The site is approximately 10 acres sq.
and sits between the main road of Ara Tapu and the back road
of Ara Metua. Over its 400m span, there is a slow 9m rise from
the beach end coming up towards the mountains.
Currently there are no dwellings located on the site, with the
true advantage of open areas, a banana fruit plantation, tall
tree canopy’s lined along its boundaries and domestic animals
currently enjoying the beauty of this location.
Access to the site is through neighbouring houses with limited
driveway access routes. There is however suitable entrance
opportunity via the back road.
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Figure 5.2 Chosen Sight Plan: Arorangi Rarotonga (Created by author).

Figure
35 - Site Analysis 1 (C reate d by a u t h o r ) .
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Figure 36 - Site Analysis 2 ( C reate d by a u th o r ) .
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Figure 37 - Site Analysis 3 - North Panoramic View, Arorangi, Rarotonga ( P hoto by a ut hor ) .

Figure 38 - Site Analysis 4 - East Panoramic View, Arorangi, Rarotonga ( P hoto by a ut hor ) .
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Figure 39 - Medical Plant chart ( C reate d by a u t h o r ) .

Figure 40 - Medicine process 1- Remedy for cancer ( Photo by a ut hor)
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Figure 41 - Medicine creation 2 - Remedy for external ailments ( Photo by a ut hor)
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Figure 42 - Medicine process 3 - Remedy for burns and irritated skin ( Photo by a ut hor )
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Design Overview
The Marae Ora Health Centre is based on the Ora model (Figure
47) in accordance with the Vairākau Concept (page 91) and
Polynesian worldviews as outlined in the methodology section.
To begin with, the site plan was inspired by Rongoā Māori
principles organised along the structure of a plant. The four
pillars of Rongoā is diagrammatically interpreted to form the
basis of its spatial composition. The overall shape of my site
is linear in profile, hence the program is arranged along these
natural green corridors.
The methodology patterns based on the plant structure:
The plant pattern
1. Vairākau values
2. Rongoa Māori pattern
3. Ora pattern
4. Site plan realisation
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Figure 43 - Rongoa Māori structure ( C reate d by a ut hor)
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Plant Structure
There are four main parts of a plant system;
1. Roots
2. Stem
3. Branch
4. Leaves.
Each component functions together as one to support itself
and maintain life (Ora), while giving life in return (reciprocal).
Here the plant system embodies the values explained through
the Vairākau structure.
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Figure 44 - Plant structure ( Created by a ut hor)
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2. Vairākau Values

The function of the leaf represents Kite. It is the most common

Vairākau is based on mana, kite, kopu/akono and ora’anga.

found in its medicinal properties symbolizes the values of

Kopu refers to family or ancestors, just like the many branches

absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen, a cyclical function

of a tree. Although the plant system comprises of separate
functioning parts, as a whole they form a community where
a sense of unity exists. It is here that Akono is conveyed and
a sense of belonging attained, as each part harmoniously
performs its role.
The stem is the main power house (Mana) of strength and
stability, as it supports the plants physical structure. Through its
network of tubes it draws water and nutrients from the roots
to its leaves. The root is the life (Ora) source of the plant. It
searches for precious water within the soil where it can store
and distribute throughout the plant.
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part of the plant used for healing. This knowledge purity
Kite. Furthermore it has the ability to perform photosynthesis,
of Wairua.

Figure 45 - Vairākau values ( Created by a ut hor )
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3. Rongoa Māori Pattern

through structural support while circulating water and
nutrients.

Rongoa is made up of mauri, karakia, wairua and whakapapa
concepts. Similarly, the four principles of Rongoā Māori can

Mauri is indicative of the root. If the roots are healthy, though

be categorised under the plant structure.

the leaves and branches may appear to deteriorate under unfavourable conditions, it is capable of restoring itself through

In addition, Wairua is considered as a form of spirituality,

proper care. Likewise, the quality of a person (Mauri) is de-

however it also refers to the flow between entities. Translated

pendent on how well a person takes care of themselves.

as two waters, it is the intentional engagement that activates
the alignment with the spirit of a leaf. The leaf has a
reciprocal function; it absorbs carbon and releases oxygen.
Moreover, it absorbs light, carbon and water producing sugar
to which releases food for the plant through the process of
photosynthesis.
Whakapapa is represented by the branches where each branch
is symbolic of a lineage. It is a connection to both human and
the natural environment where relationships are established.
Karakia is a form of active prayer engagement for personal
cleansing. Hence the stem actively provides that engagement
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Figure 46 - Rongoa Māori pattern ( Create d by a ut h or )
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The four dimensions of Ora is made of the mental, social,

Thirdly, to feel the inner strength of Mana, one must engage

physical, and spiritual properties of optimum health.

with Karakia so that it flows through the stems of one’s Physical
dimension.

When we compare the properties of the plant and its
relationship to the values of Vairākau methodology and Rongoā

Finally to understand the Spiritual wellbeing, is to understand

Māori, we are able to classify these concepts under the four

the quality of ones Mauri which is the Ora (life source), that is

dimensions of Ora.

embedded from deep within its roots.

To comprehend the mental nature for optimum health, one

Making these comparisons provides a clearer understanding

must understand the reciprocal nature of the leaf, the medicinal

of how the essence of Ora is architecturally represented

knowledge of the Kite, and the intentional engagement of

throughout the design process.

Wairua.
In order to appreciate the Social nature for optimum health,
one must realise the importance of unity under Akono and
Kopu, where the branches of its whakapapa is acknowledged
for human and nature.
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Figure 47 - Ora Values ( Create d by a ut hor)
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Figure 48 - Duplication of entities through the process of Mitosis -Macro (created by author)

Figure 49 - Muliplication of entities through the process of Mitosis -Macro (created by author)
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Figure 50 - site plan development following Ora principles ( C reated by a ut hor)

Figure 51 - Concept sketch development ( C reate d by a ut hor)
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Figure 52 - Concept exploration of Healing Ora Centre ( C reate d by a ut hor)
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Figure 53 - Concept developmnet of Healing Ora Centre ( Create d by a ut hor)
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Figure 54 - CAD development ( Create d by a ut hor)

CAD Development
The Marae Ora is organised into three areas; a multi purpose

leaves. Under its canopy an open platform is situated where
Māori practitioners will provide health care for its guests.

facility entrance, healing huts and a natural spring.

Natural Fresh Water Area.

The main facility entrance is accessible from the back road.

This area is designed for nature walks around its edges.

These spaces will contain seminar rooms, private consultation
rooms, workshop spaces for demonstrations and main
bathroom facilities. Water features are complimented with

The natural source will also supply the centre with fresh water
for medical purposes.

local florae to create a serene atmosphere.

Water symbolises new life. Therefore, this space hopes to

Healing Huts

and mental qualities; to help guests release any impurities that

The purpose of these buildings is to educate, treat and promote
health and wellbeing. Each private spaces will facilitate

provide a place for reflection of the physical, spiritual, social
may be affecting their well-being.
In addition, the walkway platforms provide circulation

traditional healing services in the midst of its lush gardens.

throughout the site. As visitors walk through its spaces, they

The intimacy of nature surrounding the hut pavilions allows

populated by beautiful flora and fauna.

are able to experience the freedom of its natural environment

easy access to its fresh medicinal ingredients, clean air and
warm sun. Embedded with its landscape it encourages both
guests and healers easily connect with nature.
The roof canopy concept is an inspiration from medicinal
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7.0 Conclusion
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Conclusion
The impact of Non-Communicable Diseases in the Cook
Islands seem to be perpetually growing. NCD interventions
have proved to be unsuccessful when assessing local data in
the Cook Islands Health Statistics Bulletin. As of recent times,
almost half of the Cook Islands residing population is diagnosed
with NCD, a trend affecting more of its younger demographic.
So how did Cook Islanders find themselves in this predicament?
Though the answer may not be straight forward, Cook Islands
health issues can be linked to colonial modernization causing

Obesity is a global problem, with nine out of ten nations coming
out of Polynesian archipelagoes, there seem to be no pragmatic
solutions that are culturally sustainable and effective.
What can we learn from the past to address health issues of
today?
If we were to follow the dietary lifestyle of our ancestors, it
would certainly involve an intentional advancement towards
natural health, healing and wellbeing. However, evidence

significant dietary changes to its lifestyle.

suggests that introducing health reforms to raise awareness

Over time, the abandonment of a healthy traditional diet

also incorporate traditional values and protocols that Māori are

eventually saw a shift towards an unhealthy selection of
imported products. Thus, the birth of a sickly generation
was imminent. The Western diet is widely accepted within
Cook Islands culture, creating complex health issues that will

cannot be done through western strategies alone. It should
familiar and comfortable with.
Change in its purest form starts from within. It is not superficial
but rather meaningful, and for Māori, this is important.

continue to develop from generation to generation.
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To implement health reforms, an understanding of Māori

The architectural program and spatial composition expresses

culture and its people is important. Through this method, it

the Ora model to ensure cultural integrity is maintained and

will be easier to initiate health strategies that are sympathetic

traditional healing practices are exploited and preserved.

to Maori.
Timber is used throughout its structure as a means of reflecting
Through this study, intricacies of linguistic parallels were

the physical nature of its dwelling. Nature, as a source of

unveiled and deeper connotations of Polynesian concepts.

architectural inspiration, will be illustrated through simple

were expressed. These concepts were the starting points of my

manipulation of wood materials to define its form.

methodology of which the Ora model was realised.

The healing huts are embedded into its natural habitat scattered
around the site. Here, the healing of the mind and body takes

When these guidelines were established, design iterations were

place.

extrapolated expressing four areas of maintaining harmony
within the mental, physical, spiritual and social realms of

The footpath weave its way through the herbal habitat as a way

optimum health.

of making social connections between guests and nature.

Nature is the pattern upon which each principle is extracted.
Throughout the design process, it was important to maintain
these values from theory to practical.
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The objective of this research is to strengthen the physical,
mental, social and spiritual aspects of one’s wellbeing. The
four elements are expressed throughout the design allowing
moments of reflection, education, value and healing. A
reconnection of one’s mind and body with the land.
The Marae Ora Health Centre uses Polynesian values from the
outset to create an architectural program that is relevant from
a Māoris perspective to maintain social equilibrium within the
community. Its philosophies strengthen the healing process
from the inside, out.
The Centre offers an alternative service while working in
conjuction with the governments health system to provide its
citizens with the best care.
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Figure 55 - Local Rarotongan medicinal flora ( P h oto by a ut hor)
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8.0 Final Design
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Figure 56 - Marae Ora Site Plan (Photo by author )
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Figure 57 - Main Facility ( P h o to by a u t h o r )

Figure 58 - Main Facility (Photo by author )
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Figure 59 - Tu Kopapa Healing hut ( P h o to by a u th o r )

Figure 60 - Tu Kopapa Healing hut (Photo by author )
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Figure 61 - Tu Manako Healing hut ( P h o to by a u t h o r)

Figure 62 - Tu Manako Healing hut (Photo by author )
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Figure 63 - Tu Vaevunga Healing hut ( P h o to by a u th or)

Figure 64 - Tu Vaevunga Healing hut (Photo by author )
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Figure 65 - Tu Piriaga Healing hut ( P h o to by a u th o r )

Figure 66 - Tu Piriaga Healing hut (Photo by author )
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Figure 67 - Context Models (Photo by author )
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Figure 68 - Site Model ( Photo by a ut hor)
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Figure 69 - Site Model (Photo by author )
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Figure 70 - Concept Model ( Photo by a ut hor)
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Figure 71 - Scaled Model (Photo by author )
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9.0 GLOSSARY
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Māori (Cook Island)

Moana nui – vast ocean

Otaanga Meitaki – health

Taokotai – collaboration

Ta’unga – specialist, priets, witch doctor
Apinga aro - gift
Papa’a - European
Vairākau – medicine
‘Akapa’i – bathe
Ati – sprain, fractures
Maki tupapaku – ghost sickness
Maoro - massage
Te marae ora – Cook island Ministry of Health
Tapu – forbidden
Vai – Water, liquid, fluid
Rākau – plant, tree, bush
Kopu – family
Ākono – to look after, care for
Mana – authority, power
Kite – knowledge
Ora’anga – life, way of life, existence
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Maunga – mountains
Tu akangateitei –represent
Uriuri kite – reciprocity
Tu inangaro – relationship
Akairi kite – shared vision

Samoa
Fale tele – guest house
Vaila’au – Medicine
Vai – water
Lā’au – Plant, tree

Fiji
Rara - open green space
iTaukei - major indigenous peoples of the Fij islands
Bure wooden / straw hut

Tonga

Māori (Aotearoa)

Api – house

Rongoā Māori / Rākau – natural remedy, traditional treatmeant,

Fale lahi – main house

Māori medicine

Fale kaukau – washroom

Rongoā – to treat, apply medicine

Peito – cookhouse

Māori – native, indigenous, apply in a Māori way

Fale malolo – toilet

Rākau – tree, stick, timber

A’puaka – pig enclosure

Wairua – spirit, soul

Ma’uli - midwife

Karakia - prayer

Akau faito’o – Plant relating to healing

Mauri – life force, essence

Akau – Tree, plant

Whakapapa – genealogy

Faito’o – To treat, cure, medicine, remedy

Tinana – physical body

Fay – to do , to perform, to act
To’o – To remove, take, carry away
To – place something
Tā - time
Vā - space
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